CONFERENCES OF RADIATION CONTROL PROGRAM DIRECTORS, INC.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESOLUTION

Relating to: Kirksey E. (Kirk) Whatley's contributions to radiation protection and in particular, his many contributions to the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc. (CRCPD)

Whereas: Mr. Whatley has given 45 years of professional service to the State of Alabama, over 43 years of which was in the State Department of Public Health's radiation control program, where he served as inspector, Licensing Section Director, and, since 1993, Director of Radiation Control.

Whereas: During his years with the State of Alabama's radiation control program, Kirk has been a strong supporter of the CRCPD; and

Whereas: In his support of the goals and objectives of the CRCPD, Kirk has served the organization in a number of ways, including:

- Being a member of the Board of Directors and serving as Chair of the General Council from May 1993 to May 1996;
- Serving on one of CRCPD's first committees, regarding NARM;
- Developing Licensing State criteria;
- Serving on Suggested State Regulations working groups on therapeutic x-ray, particle accelerators, and medical use on radioactive material;
- Serving as Chair of the G-9 Committee for Resolutions;
- Serving as Coordinator for Awards;
- Serving as member to the HS/ER-6 Task Force for Development of CRCPD Comments on the EPA Protective Action Guidelines;
- Serving as an advisor to HS/ER-9 Task Force for Supplement to RDD Handbook;

Whereas: In recognition of his outstanding work with the CRCPD, Kirk received the Board of Directors Outstanding Achievement Award in 1989 for representing the States views on the use of radionuclides in medicine before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Whereas: Because of Kirk's dedication and self-sacrifice to his chosen profession and being one of the true "southern gentlemen" of CRCPD, he is most deserving of a pleasant retirement.

Now Therefore, Be It Resolved:

That Kirksey E. Whatley is hereby recognized and appreciated for his many years of service to CRCPD, a service that benefits all citizens in the United States from unnecessary radiation exposure, and as such hereby grants Mr. Whatley "Life Membership" in the CRCPD; and
Be it Further Resolved:
That the CRCPD Board of Directors and the staff of the Office of Executive Director express to Mr. Whatley their sincere wish for a pleasant, relaxing and rewarding retirement.

Bestowed by the Board of Directors this 23rd day of November 2009.

Adela Salame- Alfie
Adela Salame- Alfie, Ph.D.
CRCPD Chairperson